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My research aims to empower music creation with machine learning. I build intelligent systems
that learn to compose, arrange and synthesize music. My goal is to lower the barrier of entry for
music composition and democratize music creation.

With the revolutionary transformation brought by AI in many fields, the advancement of AI
technology will also reshape the $20-billion-worth global music industry in the next decade. On
one hand, we have witnessed major progress in automatic music composition, which has long
been considered a grand challenge of AI. On the other hand, our expectations of AI Music today
has expanded to cover the whole music creation process—from composition, arrangement, sound
production, recording to mixing. With a growing momentum in both academia and industry, AI-
powered music creation has been gaining attentions in the broader AI community, and it is now an
exciting time to pursue research in this emerging field of AI Music.

From a musical perspective, technology has always been a driving factor of music evolution. For
example, the study of acoustics and musical instrument making fostered the development of classical
music; the invention of synthesizers and drum machines helped popularize electronic music. From a
technical perspective, music possesses a unique complexity in that music follows rules and patterns
while being creative and expressive at the same time. I envision the future development of AI Music
to be a two-way process—new technology creates new music; new music inspires new technology.

Motivated by this belief, I study a wide range of topics centering generative AI for music and audio,
including multitrack music generation [1–5], automatic instrumentation [6], automatic arrangement
[1, 5], automatic harmonization [7], music performance synthesis [8], audio source separation [9],
text-to-audio synthesis [10, 11] and symbolic music processing software [12, 13]. My research can be
roughly categorized into three main pillars:

1. Multitrack music generation—generating new music contents automatically
2. Assistive music creation tools—assisting humans in creating and performing music
3. Multimodal learning for audio and music—learning sound separation and synthesis using

unlabeled videos in the wild systems

Figure 1: An overview of my research

My research has been impactful in the field of music information research. My work on gen-
erating multi-instrument music using convolutional generative adversarial networks was the first
deep learning model that tackles the challenge of multitrack music generation [1]. This work has
inspired much follow-up research that reused our data processing pipeline, dataset, model and
evaluation metrics. Our proposed MuseGAN model led to a commercial implementation in the
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AWS DeepComposer, an AI-powered keyboard made and sold by Amazon [14, 15]. In addition, my
open-source software for symbolic music processing provides a backbone codebase for researchers
to build upon and has been used by many researchers in their research.

Future Directions
I am determined to pursue a career in the academia and continue working on generative AI
for music and audio. My future research vision springs from two fundamental questions: 1) How
can AI help musicians or amateurs create music? 2) Can AI learn to create music in a way similar to
how humans learn music? This section outlines some future research directions that I am excited
to pursue. To support my research group, I will actively apply for NSF funding and seek industrial
collaborations with music tech companies, including Adobe, Dolby, Sony and Yamaha, which I have
worked with in the past.

Learning music through listening. Existing data-driven approaches for music generation usually
rely on reading large collections of music scores. Unlike machines, however, humans learn music
mostly through listening and practicing music rather than reading scores over and over again. I
want to build intelligent systems that can learn to compose music in a more human-like way. In
particular, can a machine learn symbolic music composition through listening to a large collection of
musical audio data? Can we improve a music generation model by equipping it with the knowledge
of how different musical instruments sound in real world? Some recent work [16, 17] has shown
preliminary results towards this direction, and I believe this will be the next frontier of automatic
music composition.

Interactive human-AI music co-creation. While recent deep learning-based music generation sys-
tem can create short, plausible music excerpts, they offer limited interactivity and controllability [18,
19]. My research on automatic arrangement [1, 5–7] has touched on this topic. In future work, I want
to extend my research and explore real time capable music generation systems for improvisations
and live performances.

Multimodal learning for music and audio generation. Lately, self-supervised contrastive learning
has revolutionized the field of multimodal learning [20]. This lays the foundations for creative
applications to film, video and audiobook generation. In particular, I want to explore generating
background music, foley sounds and sound effects for videos and stories. I will seek collaborations
with other faculty members in computer vision and natural language processing to pursue research
along this direction.

Post-production technology for music and audio. There is a growing research momentum in
intelligent music production [21]. While my past work primarily focuses on the pre-production and
production stages of music creation, in the future, I want to explore AI-powered post-production
technology for music and audio, including sound editing, spatial audio processing and auto-mixing. I
will seek industrial collaborations with music tech companies in this direction.

Broader Impacts
I envision my research to be integrated into the music creation workflow for professional musicians
and music amateurs. Through providing new tools and interfaces to make music, my research
could lower the barrier for music composition and empower novices to create their own music.
Moreover, it could provide content creators (e.g., TikTokers, YouTubers and Twitch streamers) with
royalty-free materials to avoid unintended copyright infringement. Finally, we could gain insights
into the future of human-AI music co-creation though the interactions between human and automatic
music composition systems. I envision this to foster the discussions in human-AI relationships in the
field of data science.
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